
HMI VS SCADA

Confusion surrounding Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems and Human Machine Interfaces
(HMIs) is not a rarity. Different Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), software
systems, analytical instruments, and HMIs monitor and control.

As such, attacks on these systems may directly or indirectly threaten public health and safety. For example,
United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team US-CERT released a vulnerability advisory [22] warning
that unauthenticated users could download sensitive configuration information including password hashes
from an Inductive Automation Ignition system utilizing a standard attack type leveraging access to the Tomcat
Embedded Web server. They are typically tied to a machine or process. Most of your interior features like
motorized seats, climate control and other things are controlled by a BCM or body control module. With so
much love and excitement, The RealPars Team. Earlier experiences using consumer-grade VSAT were poor.
The communication protocols used were strictly proprietary at that time. These representations can be as
simple as an on-screen traffic light, which represents the state of an actual traffic light in the field, or as
complex as a multi-projector display representing the position of all of the elevators in a skyscraper or all of
the trains on a railway. Since these protocols were proprietary, very few people beyond the developers knew
enough to determine how secure a SCADA installation was. The first-generation SCADA system redundancy
was achieved using a back-up mainframe system connected to all the Remote Terminal Unit sites and was
used in the event of failure of the primary mainframe system. The ex-employee was hoping to be hired by the
utility full-time to maintain the system. Security researcher Jerry Brown submitted a similar advisory
regarding a buffer overflow vulnerability [23] in a Wonderware InBatchClient ActiveX control. The network
protocols used were still not standardized. The system monitors whether certain alarm conditions are satisfied,
to determine when an alarm event has occurred. The PLC controls the machine as well as polls the sensors for
data. Each booster pump station within the water district was represented on the screen. The HMI was located
at the main water plant building. The controlling mechanisms are electronic circuits known as programmable
logic circuits or PLCs. They are different but can be used together to create a very functional and useful
industrial tool. Second generation: "distributed"[ edit ] SCADA information and command processing was
distributed across multiple stations which were connected through a LAN. Supervisory operation of the plant
is by means of the HMI, with operators issuing commands using mouse pointers, keyboards and touch screens.
The malware was found on 14 systems, the majority of which were located in Iran. Alarm conditions can be
explicitâ€”for example, an alarm point is a digital status point that has either the value NORMAL or ALARM
that is calculated by a formula based on the values in other analogue and digital pointsâ€”or implicit: the
SCADA system might automatically monitor whether the value in an analogue point lies outside high and
low- limit values associated with that point. The gauges show the normal range of operation as well as the
abnormal range so that the operator knows if the equipment is within the accepted operating range. They were
able to be controlled and monitored from a central location at the water plant. The HMI will show the flow
rate of the fluid in the pipe decrease in real time. But in general operation, most of its parts are not really to be
dealt with on a regular basis. The HMI package for a SCADA system typically includes a drawing program
that the operators or system maintenance personnel use to change the way these points are represented in the
interface. OLE for process control OPC can connect different hardware and software, allowing communication
even between devices originally not intended to be part of an industrial network. Investigators reported 46
separate instances of malicious outside interference before the culprit was identified. Our example was the
water treatment pumps that were located all over a water district. The operator can switch the pump off from
the mimic by a mouse click or screen touch. Certain functions and sensors can be programmed to monitor and
control on the screen itself. Fourth generation: "Web-based"[ edit ] The growth of the internet has led SCADA
systems to implement web technologies allowing users to view data, exchange information and control
processes from anywhere in the world. A "historian", is a software service within the HMI which accumulates
time-stamped data, events, and alarms in a database which can be queried or used to populate graphic trends in
the HMI. The controls send the instructions to the PLC, which in turn control the machine. In many cases, the
control protocol lacks any form of cryptographic security , allowing an attacker to control a SCADA device by
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sending commands over a network. In the control room, the operator needs to make sense of the data as well
as issue commands like turning the machines on or off. Monitoring of the system logs revealed the
malfunctions were the result of cyber attacks. These communication protocols, with the exception of Modbus
Modbus has been made open by Schneider Electric , are all SCADA-vendor specific but are widely adopted
and used. It presents plant information to the operating personnel graphically in the form of mimic diagrams,
which are a schematic representation of the plant being controlled, and alarm and event logging pages.
Initially this was believed to be a system bug. We will talk about the differences as well as the similarities, and
also when each is used. These modules all send information to a main screen in your dash for you to see and
control through driver controls which is essentially your HMI. In many installations the HMI is the graphical
user interface for the operator, collects all data from external devices, creates reports, performs alarming,
sends notifications, etc.


